
 
 

 

HOUSING-RELATED FILMS FOR FILM SCREENINGS 
 

 
 
DOCUMENTARIES 
 
SOLD OUT: Affordable Housing at Risk (PBS)  
Cost: Free 
Description: Affordable housing is under constant threat from changing economic forces and urban 
development that break up vital communities. Low-income residents have fewer and fewer options, and 
local businesses and schools must deal with the impact of losing those families. 
 
Class Divide (HBO)  
Cost: Free HBO trial or $14.99/month subscription 
Description: In the final part of their trilogy about economic forces affecting ordinary people, director 
Marc Levin and producer Daphne Pinkerson (HBO’s Schmatta: Rags to Riches to Rags and Hard Times: 
Lost on Long Island) explore the effects of hyper-gentrification and rising economic disparity in one New 
York City neighborhood, which can be seen as a microcosm of the socioeconomic imbalances across the 
country, and the world. The film bears witness to the profound effects of gentrification and stagnant 
class mobility on young people who share a West Chelsea community -- yet live in very different worlds -- 
as they try to navigate this rapidly changing landscape. 
 
Homeless: Motel Kids of Orange County (HBO)  
Cost: Free HBO trial or $14.99/month subscription 
Description: Explores the world of children who reside in discounted motels within walking distance of 
Disneyland, living in limbo as their families struggle to survive in one of the wealthiest regions of 
America. The parents of motel kids are often hard workers who don't earn enough to own or rent homes. 

http://www.pbs.org/video/3001755218/
http://www.hbo.com/documentaries/class-divide
http://www.hbo.com/documentaries/homeless-the-motel-kids-of-orange-county


As a result, they continue to live week-to-week in motels, hoping against hope for an opportunity that 
might allow them to move up in the O.C. 
 
Paycheck to Paycheck (HBO)  
Cost: Free HBO trial or $14.99/month subscription 
Description: Filmed over the course of one year in Chattanooga, Tennessee, Paycheck to Paycheck 
follows Katrina Gilbert, a 30-year-old mother of three who works as a certified nursing assistant in an 
extended-care facility while striving to address her own health-care issues. Overworked, underpaid, 
uninsured and lacking support, she chooses daily between purchasing her own medication and paying for 
the needs of her three children, which often leaves her struggling to make ends meet. 
 
American Winter (HBO) 
Cost: Request screening licensing quote here 
Description: Presents a powerful portrait of our nation's economic downturn from the point of view of 
families in financial crisis.Years after the recession began, millions of families are struggling to meet their 
basic needs, and many formerly middle class families are finding themselves in need of assistance for the 
first time in their lives. Meanwhile, the social safety net that was created to help people in difficult times 
has been weakened by massive budget cuts, creating a perfect storm of greater need and fewer 
resources to help families in trouble.Filmed over the course of one winter in Portland, Oregon, American 
Winter presents an intimate and emotionally evocative snapshot of the state of our economy as it is 
playing out in many American families. 
 
Faile Street: The Human Cost of Foreclosure (PBS) 
Cost: Free 
Description: Looks at the human cost of apartment foreclosure in New York City. The apartment 
foreclosure crisis hurt millions of middle class Americans in the years after the Great Recession. But it 
also affected the urban real estate market. In New York City, apartment foreclosures left thousands of 
mostly lower-income renters living in buildings that were stuck in limbo between former owners, the 
foreclosing bank, and the auction block. These tenants found their home environment deteriorating 
around them, and their health in serious jeopardy. Faile Street follows four tenants living in the Bronx 
borough of New York -- and the housing advocates they turn to for help -- as they struggle to keep their 
homes liveable and their families safe. 
 
The Pruitt-Igoe Myth (Vimeo) 
Cost: $3.95 to rent; $9.95 to buy 
Description: The Pruitt-Igoe Myth explores the social, economic and legislative issues that led to the 
decline of conventional public housing in America, and the city centers in which they resided, while 
tracing the personal and poignant narratives of several of the project's residents. 
 
70 Acres in Chicago (Vimeo) 
Cost: Inquire about film screening cost here 
Description: Filmed over a period of 20-years, 70 Acres in Chicago: Cabrini Green chronicles the 
demolition of Chicago's most infamous public housing development, Cabrini Green, the displacement of 
residents, and the subsequent area gentrification. This complex, poignant film looks unflinchingly at race, 
class, and survival. 
 
Owned: A Tale of Two Americas  
Cost: $10 for smaller-scale; Contact ouhomes@nlihc.org for screenings of 20+ people 

https://www.hbo.com/documentaries/paycheck-to-paycheck-the-life-and-times-of-katrina-gilbert-doc
http://www.americanwinterfilm.com/home.html
https://www.collectiveeye.org/pages/host-a-screening
https://vimeo.com/92468997
https://vimeo.com/ondemand/thepruittigoemyth
https://70acresinchicago.com/
http://70acresinchicago.com/contact/
http://www.ownedfilm.com/
mailto:ouhomes@nlihc.org


Description: Details the policy decisions that structured the housing and neighborhood inequality of 
postwar community development throughout America. The film explores the racist roots of American 
housing policy and details the choices that led to widespread commoditization of housing and the 
economic collapse of 2008. 
 
The Invisible Class: The Story of Homelessness in America 
Cost: Can be made available free of charge; Contact ourhomes@nlihc.org for more info 
Description: detailing the problems faced by people experiencing homelessness and the history behind 
the rise of modern homelessness. The film features personal stories and analysis from people with lived 
experience, shelter providers, advocates, and academics. Viewers learn about the devastating impacts of 
lost housing supports, stagnant wages, and increased criminalization 
 
 

 
 
FEATURE FILMS 
 
Shelter (Vice) 
Cost: Free 
Description: SHELTER tells the raw and emotional stories of our brave young people as they seek help 
and hope at Covenant House. 
 
Time Out of Mind (Amazon) 
Cost: $3.99 to rent; $12.99 to buy 
Description: Richard Gere gives a soul-baring performance in this unforgettable, eye-opening look at life 
on the streets, immersing viewers in one man's daily fight to survive. 
 
Cardboard Boxer (Netflix) 
Cost: Subscriptions start at $9  
Description: Gentle and broken, a homeless man is coerced by two teens to fight other men on video for 
cash but soon finds comfort in an unlikely friend and the lost diary of a young girl. 
 
Being Flynn (Amazon) 
Cost: $3.99 to rent; $14.99 to buy 
Description: Working in a Boston homeless shelter, Nick Flynn re-encounters his father, a con man and 
self-proclaimed poet. Sensing trouble in his own life, Nick wrestles with the notion of reaching out yet 
again to his dad. 
 
99 Homes (Amazon) 
Cost: $3.99 to rent; $12.99 to buy 
Description: A timely thriller about a single father who is evicted from his home and his only chance to 
win it back is to go to work for the charismatic and ruthless businessman who evicted him in the first 
place. 
 
Florida Project (Amazon)  
Cost: $5.99 to rent; $14.99 to buy 

https://www.theinvisibleclass.com/
mailto:ourhomes@nlihc.org
https://www.covenanthousenola.org/shelter-documentary/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/video/detail/0PHV9JTBCI9PVF9015351FHQCA/ref=imdbref_tt_wbr_aiv
https://www.netflix.com/search?q=homeless&jbv=80122799&jbp=2&jbr=0
https://www.netflix.com/watch/70189049?trackId=13752289&tctx=1%2C2%2C4baa3c65412b8959691103a08b9a82b352f41499%3Aa6c5cba780d72c7e36551406de5dc10c8a5bf15f
https://www.amazon.com/99-Homes-Andrew-Garfield/dp/B01BHI4FPO/ref=tmm_aiv_swatch_1?_encoding=UTF8&qid=&sr=
https://www.amazon.com/gp/video/detail/0Q38OLK6PTKVZWCIRKYL2QEQML/ref=imdbref_tt_wbr_piv


Description: Set over one summer, the film follows precocious six-year-old Moonee as she courts mischief 
and adventure with her ragtag playmates and bonds with her rebellious but caring mother, all while 
living in the shadows of Walt Disney World. 
 
Show Me a Hero (HBO mini series, any part would be good for mini screening) 
Cost: Free HBO trial or $14.99/month subscription OR Buy a single episode on Amazon for $2.99 
Description: A six-part miniseries from the creator of The Wire and the director of Crash depicts the true 
story of a young mayor (Oscar Isaac) whose attempt to fulfill a federal court order to build low-income 
housing in white neighborhoods tears his city apart. 

https://www.hbo.com/show-me-a-hero
https://www.amazon.com/Show-Me-a-Hero/dp/B01A1IT3ZI

